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Across

1 Water source found 
top of mountain with 
no top (8)

5 Scots have youth 
centre for boys club 
(6)

10 Lie in an exotic way 
(5)

11 In Dollar is a great 
company which 
manufactures a 
neckband (3,6)

12 Veto lots in India (9)

13 Well known tips from 
none other than Eliza 
Doolittle (5)

14 Tynecastle calls? (6)

15 Honest father once 
left nothing inside (7)

18 It's compared to the e-
Kindle revolution (7)

20 Wine cask for sale -
request a sample of it 
(3,3)

22 Regularly an Indian 
Tandoori additional 
topping sauce (5)

24 A close shave: 
nothing around the 
ear, nothing left! (4,5)

25 Dream about a 
nobleman on a horse? 
(9)

26 Depend on gin 
cocktail which he 
drinks (5)

27 Lubricate the rusty 
part of a chain (6)

28 Unbreakable caldron I 
broke (8)

Down

1 Some legs of lamb -
expensively serve in 
burning alcohol (6)

2 Standard set by sailor 
following the TUC 
for example (5,4)

3 Tall lean-to's can't be 
rebuilt into a 
fortification (9,6)

4 Fashionable party or 

Society starter is not 
held outside (7)

6 Take a quarter-
pounder and thicken 
sauce to a restaurant 
(5,3,7)

7 Not in the sun -
literally! (5)

8 Mulching machine 
goes right in the shed, 
the German said! (8)

9 Flyers for example, 
about the introduction 
of tsetse-flies (6)

16 I'm alone, disturbed, 
and about to become 
sentimental (9)

17 A producer of note of 
the fashion in red 
wine (8)

19 Town's brown bear 
has no end of trouble 
(6)

20 May be a mature but 
unskilled person (7)

21 Matched a desire for 
food (6)

23 Gold bar poduced 

from smelting other 
metals (5)


